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ABSTRACT 

Mathematical models for rotary lip seals are developed to study the basic 

stability and dynamic response of the lip seals. The resulting systems of equa

tion maintain the full coupling between the elastic equations for the seal and the 

Reynolds equation describing the pressure of the fluid underneath it. 

In this thesis, a linear stability analysis is performed to find the stability 

characteristics of such a mechanical system. Then,a finite element algorithm for 

the numerical integration of the system of coupled differential equations governing 

the dynamic behavior of the lip seals is presented. The linear stability analysis gives 

insight into the dynamics of the system and the nonlinear calculation provides the 

quantitative data for the deformation modes and the pressure fields involved The 

Galerkin technique is used for both the linear stability analysis and the nonlinear 

calculation. 

- ---- -----.--.---~ ----- -_. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Rubber lip seals, as shown in Figure 1, are commonly used in industrial 

applications. When rubber lip seals are used as sealing devices for rotating bearings, 

the performance of the seals is crucial to the life of the bearings. Thus, achieving 

a better design through a precise analysis of the lubricating condition between the 

lip seal and its mating shaft is of great practical importance. 

Over the years, the hydrodynamic theory of lubrication has been studied to 

explain the sealing characteristics of rotary lip seals based upon experimental results 

from different perspectives [1-12]. Ishiwata and Hirano[2-4] in a series of papers 

pointed out that the surface roughness of the mating shaft and the viscoelastic 

behavior of the seal have significant effect on the sealing charaderistks of lip seals. 

The difficulty with considering these effects is that a thorough understanding of the 

lubricating condition between the lip seal and its mating shaft is required. 

Information accumulated on the viscoelastic properties of lip seals and the 

effects of surface roughness, and the recent work on rotary lip seal lubrication[4-

10], strongly reveals the importance of lubricant film formation and the behavior 

of surfaces undergoing relative motion. However, it must be noted that the focus 

of a considerable body of current and past research on rotary lip seals[1-10] has 

been performed under the simplifying assumption of plane parallel sliding surfaces. 

Although this hypothesis reduces the complexity of the lubricating conditions and 

succeeds in providing conditions for fluid film formation and maintenance, it does 

not offer understanding of the dynamic and tribological aspects involved in lip seal 

lubrication beyond the assumption of two plane sliding surfaces. 

--.- - -----_.------
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Figure 1. cross section of rotary lip seal 
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In practice, none of the present theories can completely and thoroughly ex

plain the sealing characteristics of two surfaces sliding relative to each other as con

cluded by Lebeck [7-8]. The difficulty with these approaches is that the Reynolds 

equation fails to predict the formation of the lubricating film, which seperates the 

two sliding surfaces. The lubricant film developed under the rotary lip seals not 

only has load-carrying capabilities, it can also be sheared to ensure that no contact 

occurs between the two surfaces. 

Therefore, even with the numerous attempts that have been made to derive 

empirical formulations with the aid of hydrodynamic theory, strictly speaking, the 

understanding of dynamic and viscoelastic properties of various seal materials has 

so far proven elusive. 

The interactions between the lip seal and its mating shaft are quite complex. 

It is our view that before considering the viscoelastic behavior of seals, there are 

basic questions regarding the dynamics of the devices that must be understood. 

Various dynamic aspects of the behavior of lip seals, such as pressure distributions, 

deformation modes and the flow field in the lubricating film, should be studied from 

various viewpoints. 

The major thrust of the present work is to develop a theoretical model to 

describe a complete circular ring of rectangular cross section. The ring is in contact 

with a thin fluid film that is in motion and separates the ring from its mating shaft. 

Thus, the complete sealing device is described by a coupled system of equations 

controling the elastic deformation of the ring and the hydrodynamic effects of the 

lubricating film. 

The analysis of the mechanical behavior of lip seals presents many difficulties 

that make it impractical to approach the full problem. In order to make progress 

towards the understanding of the overall characteristics of lip seals, the mathemat

ical models only retain certain aspects of the system. Therefore, we do not include 

the viscoelastic effects, surface roughness, or geometric imperfections in the devices. 

--_. ----_ .. _--
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The goal of this work is to study the basic stability and dynamic response of a cir

cular ring of rectangular cross-section sitting on a lubricating film that separates it 

from a rotating shaft and relate the results of this analysis to lip seals. 

In order to understand the dynamics of the system, a linear stability analy

sis is performed before non-linear calculations are considered. The hydrodynamic 

stability of this system of equations should be a function of the rotational speed 

of the shaft (bearing number) and of the elastic conditions in the ring, namely, 

b~nding coefficient, geometry properties and tension. The linear stability analysis 

gives insight into the dynamics of the system and the non-linear calculation gives 

quantitative data for pressure distribution and deformation modes. 

A detailed analysis of an one dimensional model for an infinitely long seal in 

the axial direction is performed and then extended to the two dimensional case. In 

the two dimensional case, the axial direction is included for a seal with finite width. 

This makes it possible to calculate the flow field in the lubricant film under these 

simplified conditions, which should be a good approximation to the real situation. 

The present thesis starts with the derivation of the mathematical models 

which maintain full coupling between the elastic equation for the lip seals and the 

Reynolds equation describing the pressure of the fluid film underneath it. Two 

different kinds of mathematical models are proposed here, one does not consider 

shear effects in the ring, the other one does. A linear stability analysis is performed 

which gives insight into the dynamics of the system for these two different models. 

Finally, we develop a finite element algorithm to carry out non-linear calculations 

on the coupled equations. A quantitative description for pressure distribution under 

the seal, and deformation modes of the elastic ring are obtained. 

-------- -~- ---
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CHAPTER 2 

MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

Two mathematical models for a rubber lip seal and the lubricant fluid film 

underneath it constitute the contents of this chapter. To improve our understanding 

of the behavior of rubber lip seals, two different models are proposed here, depending 

on the consideration of the shear effect. The hydrodynamic pressure in the fluid 

film as governed by the Reynolds equation is also discussed. 

2.1 Equations of Motion for a Circular Beam of 

Rectangular Cross-section 

The equations of motion for in-plane vibration of a complete circular ring of 

rectangular cross section can be used as our first approximation for rubber lip seals. 

Many theories have been applied to the analysis of in-plane vibration of circular 

ring, such as the method based on the beam theory by Seidel and Erdelyi [13], and 

the analysis developed by Lang[14] which was based on the dynamic equilibrium of 

a deformed element. 

In the present work, elementary beam theory [15,16,17] is used to find the 

kinetic and potential energy of a circular ring under the effect of a lateral pressure. 

Cylindrical coordinates are used to derive the dynamic equations governing the 

elastic behavior of the beam. The lateral displacement in the radial direction r is 

denoted by u and w is the extensional displacement in the azimuthal direction 8. 

The displacements u and w are positive in the direction of a positive coordinate 

increment, as shown in Figure 2. If the ring is assumed of infinite length in the 

axial direction z, and undergoes only small deformation, the dynamic equations can 

be written as a function of the angular variable 8 only. 
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Figure 2. ring notation and deformation 

-~ 

-------



2.1.1 Equations for in Plane Vibration of 

Thin Circular Ring 
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Based on classical beam theory, the total energy of a thin, complete circular 

ring subjected to lateral pressure which produces lateral vibration in the plane of 

the ring may be regarded as the sum of the following. 

1. Bending energy, U6 - occurring when the beam 

curvature is changed by bending moment. 

2. Extensional energy, Ue - energy due to the tangential 

strain caused by tangential stresses. 

3. External work done by the pressure, Up. 

4. Kinetic energy of the translational motion, T. 

To find the total energy of the system, the shear energy and rotational energy 

are neglected assuming that the ring is thin and the rotary inertia small. Finally, 

we assume for simplicity that the beam has a rectangular cross section with width 

b and thickness h. 

To find these quantities in terms of the deformation variables, the relations 

between the displacements u and w and curvature and strain are required. First

order approximations to the load-displacement relations can be found in [16,17]. In 

Figure 2 we depict a circular ring before and after defonnation, consider a point p 

in the undeformed configuration that moves to position p' after defonnation takes 

place, the angle t/J between the deformed mean line and undeformed mean line is 

du w 
t/J = -- +-

ds ro 
(1) 

where s is the arc length coordinate and ro is the radius of the undeformed ring. 

Denoting the derivatives with respect to 6 by a prime, we have 

dt/J = _ cflu + ..!.. dw = ..!.. ( _utI + w') = Mb 
ds ds2 ro ds r5 EI 

(2) 
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where E is elastic modulus, I is moment of inertia and Mb is the bending moment, 

The tangential strain, eB,can be written as 

u dw 
eB=-+-

ro ds 
(3) 

Approximating the arc length by ds=rodO, the bending energy can be written 

as 

Ub = - _b ds = -3 (u" - w,)2 dO 11271' (M2) EI1271' 
2 0 EI 2ro 0 

(4) 

Next, the extensional energy associated with the tangential stress and strain 

is 

1 [27r [271' (F 1 ) 
Ue = "210 (J'seBArodO = 10 A + '2 Ees esArod8 

[271' [AE ] 
= 10 F+ 2ro (u+w') (u+w')d8 (5) 

where F is the tension in the ring, and is assumed to be uniform, and A is the cross 

section of area 

The tension, F, is considered as an intial stress in the ring. Thus, the energy 

related to the tension is internal energy. 

Similarly, the external work done by the pressure is 

{27r 
Up = 10 - (p - Pa) burod8 

where p is the pressure developed in the fluid film (N 1m2 ),Pa is the ambient pressure 

Nlm2
• 

The kinetic energy of translation, T, is 

T = -m (u2 + w2) rod8 = mro (u2 + w2) dO 1 1271' 127r 
2 0 2 0 

(6) 

where m is mass per unit length 

-~------.- -- - -
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The Lagrangian L of the system is L=T-U, which written in terms of defor

mation variables becomes 

In equation (7), the first term is the kinetic energy and the second term is 

the bending strain energy. The third term is the extensional strain energy including 

a uniform initial strain produced by the initial tension. The last term is the energy 

due to the pressure loading. The equations of motion for the ring are the Euler

Lagrange equations of expression (7)(see e.g.[17]) and are obtained from 

1). The Euler-Lagrange equation for the u variable is given by 

and yields 

82u EI EJ4u EI (j3w 
mro fJt2 + r~ 804 - r~ 803 

AE8w AE +--+-u = (P-Pab) ro -F 
ro 80 ro 

2). For the w variable the Euler-Lagrange equation takes the form 

8L _ ~ (8L) _ ~ (8L) = 0 
8w 80 aw' fJt 8w 

and we obtain 

(8) 

Equation (8) and (9) are the coupled displacement equations of motion which 

provide the elastic model for the thin rubber ring. This model can be easily extended 

to two dimensions by including the bendlng strain energy in the axial direction. 

----~------ ---~ 



2.1.2 Equations for In-plane Vibration of Thick 

Circular Rings 

20 

Based on the work of Seidel and Erdelyi [13], an alternative elastic model 

can be obtained which does not require the assumption that the beam be thin. 

This method also based on beam theory combines the previously considered strain 

energies with shear energy due to horizontal shear to derive the equations of motion 

for a non-thin circular ring. 

Seidel and Erdelyi[13] derived the bending energy using a different expression 

for the curvature change than the one used in the previous section. Also, a new 

variable v is defined related to the shearing effect in the ring. These relations can 

be stated as follows. Consider Figure 3. The curvature for the undeformed mean 

line is 
1 

1\:1 =-
ro 

and the curvature for the deformed mean line is 

1 1 ( ") 1\:2 = - - 2 u+u 
TO ro 

Thus, the total change in curvature will be 

The deflection angle t/J in Figure 3 is the sum of the angle <P from pure 

bending, and angle (3 due to shearing. ie. 

Figure 3 shows 
1 I ) t/J = -(u - W 

TO 

Therefore, the angle /3 due to shearing can be written as 

/3=t/J-<P= ~(Ul_w)_<p 
TO 

----- ---_ .. _._----
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Figure 3. geometry of the ring deformation 
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We now define v = ro<p, then, 

(3 = ..!.( u' - w - v) 
ro 

Based on the definition of curvature, the curvature of the deformed element due to 

shear only is 

{3I - ({32 - dO) {3I - ({3I + (3'dO - dO) 1 - {3' 
K2- - ---

II - rodO - rodO - ro 

where {3' = * so, the change in curvature due to shear only is 

The expression for the change in curvature due to bending is 

(10) 

Hence, the bending energy becomes 

Ub = - - ds = - u + w + v 1 J (Ml) EI J( I ,)2 dO 
2 EI 2r3 

(11) 

The strain energy due to shearing, UII , can be derived as follow. Suppose 

the ring segment rdO undergoes a shear deformation (3, then, the shearing force on 

the cross-section is G{3A, where G is shear modulus. The shearing force acts over a 

displaced distance rodO{3, therefore, the work done by the shearing force is 

1 
dUll = 2(kG{3A.)(rod0{3) 

where k is a numerical factor that depends on the shape of the cross section. For a 

rectangular cross-section, k=0.833 [15]. Hence, the shearing energy is 

1 1211" kG A 1211" Uti = -kGAro {32dO = -- (u' - w - v)2dO 
2 0 2ro 0 

----- ----- ----._--------- -- - -
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The tangential strain e8, and the extensional strain energy are the same as before, 

hence 

Ue = ~ J (18e8 Arod8 = J (~ + ~Ee8) e8Arod8 

= J [F+ :~ (U+W')] (u+w')d8 

also, the strain energy caused by the external pressure is unchanged, i.e., 

Up = J -(p- po b)urod8 

The kinectic energy now includes two parts, namely, the translational energy 

Tt , and the rotational energy Tn they are given by 

fT1 1 J ( ·2 + .2) d8 mro J ( ·2 + .2) d8 .Lt = 2m u w ro = -2- u w 

and 

where the 1m is the mass moment of inertia per unit length along the tan

gential direction. 

T - T t + Tr 

Thus, the Lagrangian for this model can be written as 

1271"[ mro (.2 .2) m1. 2 E1 ( 1 ,)2 ( ') 
L = 0 -2- u + w + 2Aro v - 2rg u + w + v - F u + w 

- AE (u + w , )2 _ kGA(u l _ W _ v)2 + (p - Pob) rou ] d8 (12) 
2ro 2ro 

Since three deformation variables, namely, u, v and w, are involved, three 

Euler-Lagrange equations are derived from Eq.(12), there are: 

------- --- ---------



1). The Euler Equation for the u displacement is 

8L _~ (8L) _~ (8L) =0 
8u 80 8u' at au 

and leads to 

2). The Euler Equation for the v displacement is 

8L _~ (8L) _~ (8L) =0 
8v 80 8v' at 8il 

and leads to 

3). The Euler Equation for w displacement is 

8L _~ (.8L) _~ (8L) =0 
8w 80 8w' at 8w 

and leads to 

82w (EI AE) 82w EI82v 
mro ~2 - -3 + - 8f)2 - -3 8f)2 

Vt ro ro ro 

24 

_ (E; + AE + kGA) 8u + kGAw + kGAv = 0 (15) 
ro ro ro 8f) ro ro 

The elastic equations for the present model are second-order differential equa

tions rather than fourth-order differential equations. When considering numerical 

_. __________ '--0'--
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approximation, second-order equations are usually easier to solve numerically than 

fourth order equations. 

2.2 Reynolds Equation for a Thin Fluid Film 

The fluid film with which the rubber seal is in contact eliminates the large 

friction between two solid surfaces in contact. Since the thickness of the fluid film is 

so small, the rate of strain and the stress due to the viscosity in the fluid layer are 

very large. This large stress develops a high pressure in the fluid layer which offers 

great resistance to being squeezed out and remains as a lubricating film between 

the lip seal and its mating shaft. 

The pressure gradients in the fluid layer are developed by two mechanisms, 

i.e., the action of the viscous shear forces and mass conservation. A Couette flow 

profile for the velocity is developed through the action of viscous shear forces as 

the moving wall on one side sweeps fluid into a narrowing passage. But the flow 

rate violates the continuity condition which demands the overall flow rate to be a, 

constant. In order to satisfy mass conservation, a pressure gradient will be set up 

to supply a Poiseuille flow component which can redistribute the fluid and maintain 

a constant flow rate. 

Therefore, the flow in the fluid film is the combination of a Couette flow 

and a Poiseuille flow, determined by the local gap and pressure gradients. The 

lubrication condition to be considered here involves pressure, viscosity, and moving 

walls at a slightly inclined angle. The case of one solid surface gliding steadily over 

another was first analyzed by Reynolds in 1886[18]. The detailed derivation of the 

Reynolds equation can be found in [11,12]. 

The following basic assumptions are the foundation for this analysis: 

1. The fluid film is Newtonian. 

2. Inertia forces are neglected resulting from acceleration 

of the liquid. 

---------- --.-



3. The fluid is incompressible. 

4. The pressure in the fluid film is a function of the 

angle () only, we assume that the pressure 

across the film in the radial direction is constant. 

5. In the fluid film, the viscosity is assumed to be constant. 

26 

Combining the momentum equations for laminar flow in the lubricating film 

with the continuity equation gives the well known Reynolds lubrication equation, 

first developed by Reynolds[1886], which provides a single differential equation re

lating pressure, density, surface velocity and film thickness. Consider the fluid layer 

shown in Figure 4. When hlL approaches zero, the ~=O can be assumed. Under 

these conditions, the momentum equations in the x and z components reduce to 

o = _ 8p + I' 82
v z 

8x 8y2 

(a) 

with the boundary conditions 

vz(y = 0) = U vzCy = h) = 0 

vz(y = h) = 0 

integrating in the y direction, we get 

V z = ~ 8p (y2 _ yh) + (1 -1!.)U 
21' 8x h 

1 8p 2 
V z = 21' 8z (y - yh) 

The Reynolds equation for the pressure is derived by integrating the conti

nuity equation over the y direction, i.e. 

lh 8vz dy + lh 8vz dy = -lh 8vy dy = _ 8h 
o 8x 0 8z 0 8y at 

(b) 
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Figure 4. fluid layer between the rotary sealing contact 

-------- - - - - -
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making use of the formula :% Joh 
v%dy = Joh B;; dy + U ~: to evaluate the 

integrals, we get the Reynolds equation for the lubrication film in a channel of 

height h(x,t) with the lower wall moving at velocity U, as shown in the Figure 4. 

~ (h3 8p
) + ..£.. (h3 8p

) = 61£U (8h) + 121£ 8h 8x ax az az ax at 

the above equation written in vector form[ll] is 

. ph2 phV a 
dzv (-121£ grad p + -2-) + at (ph) = 0 

(c) 

(16) 

where V is the vector sum of the absolute sliding velocities of the bearing surfaces. 

In cylindrical coordinates, the div and grad operators take the form 

and the velocity U is given by 

where n is the angular velocity of the lower surface. equation (16) now takes the 

form 

where 

h is the fluid film thickness equal to u; 

n is the rotating angular velocity of the shaft; 

Jl is the dynamic viscosity; 

ro is the radius of the shaft and p fluid density. 

(17) 

For an infinitely wide ring we can assume no variation in the z direction and 

equation (17) reduces to 

(18) 
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Therefore, either equations (8), (9) and (18) or equations (13), (14), (15) 

and (18) constitute the one-dimensional model for the dynamics of our problem. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

3.1 Linear Stability Analysis 

The first stage in this study is to perform a linear stability analysis of the 

one-dimensional model. The linear stability analysis uses a uniform displacement 

and unifonn pressure as the basic solution and seeks to determine whether the basic 

solution is unstable to any perturb:ltion modes. 

Because of the geometry and boundary conditions of this problem, a 

Galerkin-type method can be used to perfonn the stability analysis on our model. 

This simple but powerful method proposed by Chandrasekdar [19] has been used 

for a great number of problems in the fields of hydrodynamic and magnetohydro

dynamic stability. 

3.1.1 Solution Procedure for the Thin Ring 

The thin ring model is the coupled non-linear equations system of Eq.(8), 

(9) and (18). The equations can be non-dimensionalized using the following scales. 

(19) 

where u· is the initial fluid film thickness where ud , w d , and pd are dimensional 

variables, b is the width of the ring and Pa is the ambient pressure. 

Next the solution is decomposed into a basic solution and a small perturba

tions to the basic solution in the form 

[ 
u 1 [U

O 
+ u' 1 w = wo +w' 

P Po + p' 

(20) 
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where Uo, Wo and Po constitute the basic solutions of the differential equation 

system, and u', w', P' are the perturbation functions, the basic solution is given by 

Uo = 1, Wo =0, 
AEu· 

Po =--2 
p"bro 

Replacing (20) into equation (S), (9), (IS) and linearizing Eq.(IS), we obtain 

a linear system in the perturbation variables u', w' and p'. If we skip the prime for 

convenience, the three equations can be written as follows 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

The non dimensional parameters are defined as follow, 

K Ar5. h f f h . = I zs t e geometry actor 0 t e rzng 

Pabr~ . 
R = Elu. zs the pressure number 

6Jlf2ro2. h b' b 1\ = 2 zs t e earzng num er 
u· Pa 

12Jlr5 . 
'Y = 2 zs the squeeze number 

u· PaT 

T = r5 ~ is the time scale 

The length scale u· is estimated using the one dimensional theory for incom

pressible self-acting foil bearings [12], and is given by the expression 

• 0643 [6Jlrobf2].1 u =. ro T 3 
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To estimate the magnitude of all those physical parameters and the length scale 

involved in a typical lip seal problem, the following data was used [Gabelli 1989] 

m = 2.267 X 10-4 kg/m 

ro = 8.5 X 10-3 m 

E = 2.25 X 106 n/m2 

1=4.95 X 10-15 m 4 

A = 1.65 X 10-7 m 2 

Po = 1.013 X 105 N /m2 

b = 5.5 X 10-4 m 

J1. = 6.538 X 10-2 kg/ms 

T = 3.823 X 10-1 N 

n = 10 rad/s (- 100rpm) 

This yields a time scale and a length scale of 

T = 1.031 X 10-2 
S 

u· = 7.216 X 10-6 m 

and the non-dimensional numbers are 

" = 5.373 X 101 

K = 2.408 X 103 

R = 3.619 X 106 

'Y = 1.042 X 103 

However, even though the length scale u· is a good approximation from the foil 

bearing theory, the appropriate value of u· will have to be verified from the exper

imental measurements in order to obtain the non-dimensional parameters within 

the correct range. 
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The next step is to use the method of Fourier decomposition assuming that 

the perturbations can be resolved into independent modes of the form. 

[

U(8,t)] [t1(8)] 
w(8,t) = e't w(8) 
p(8,t) p(8) 

Substitute the above equation into Eq.(21), (22), (23) and eliminate p be

tween equations (21) and (23). Let D= ;6 , then the final two equations are 

[D6 + (K + s2)D2 - RAD - R,s]u - (D 5 -KD3)w=0 (24) 

(D3_KD)u + [s2-(K + 1)D2]w = 0 (25) 

Again, from Eq.(24) and (25), w can be eliminated to get one 8th order 

equation for u as follows 

[KD 8 + (2K - s2)D6 + (Ks2 + K + s2)D4 - (K + 1)RAD3 

- (K s2 + s4 + K R,s + R,s )D2 - RAs2 D - R,s3]t1=0 (26) 

The required solution is represented by its Fourier series, taking advantage 

of the circular geometry, then gives 

00 

u (8) = L (ansin n8 + bncos n8) (27) 
n=1 

Substituting (27) into equations (26) and making use of the orthogonality 

of sin(n9) and cos(n9), we multiply the result by sin(m9) and cos(m9) in turn and 

integrate between 9=0 and 21T". This gives an infinite systems of linear homogeneous 

equations for the constant coefficients an and bn • 

-------- -~ -- -- . -
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RA R7 
[_S2 + (K + l)RAn]an + [s4 + -2 s3 + (n4 + (K + 1)n2 + K)s2 

n n 
+ R7(K + l)s + (Kn6 

- 2Kn4 + Kn2 )]bn =0 (29) 

Approximation to the solution of this system can be sought by truncating the series 

(27) at a conveniently chosen number n=N. 

In order to have nontrivial solutions for the constants, the determinant of 

the system must vanish. Therefore we must solve a generalized eigenvalue problem 

to determine the modes of instability. The generalized eigenvalue problem can be 

written as 

[ Bs4 + Gs3 + DS2 + Es + A] x = 0 (30) 

where A, B, C, D and E are 2N by 2N matrices and x T = < ai, b1, a2, ~ ... 

·an , bn >. 
The matrices in system (30) are block diagonal, each block corresponds to a 

value of n and is given by 

_ [Kn6 
- 2Kn4 + Kn2 

A - (K + l)RAn 
-(K + l)RAn ] 

Kn6 
- 2Kn4 + Kn2 

B = [~ ~] 

~] 

E _ [R, (l + K) 0 ] 
- 0 R7(1 + K) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

The calculation of the eigenvalues of the system can be performed for each 

block independently for each value of n, resulting in a great simplification of the 

problem, moreover, stardard routines can be used if we rewrite the problem in the 

form 

----. ---... -... ~~~. -~---- - ---
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r -B-I C _B-1 D 

l 
I 0 
o I 
o 0 

(36) 

by defining sx=y, sy=z and sz=w. 

The solution of this eigensystem allows us to characterize the unstablp- re

gions, which correspond to eigenvalues with a positive real part, as a function of 

the problem parameters. However, the linear stability analysis does not give us 

a quantitative description about the modes of deformation and the pressure field. 

Therefore, further non-linear calculations are necessary. The following sections de

scribe the procedure for the linear stability analysis of the second model and the 

numerical results for these two eigenvalue problems. 

3.1.2 Solution Procedure for the Thick 

Circular Ring 

Referring to chapter 2, the second model is the coupled differential equations 

system given by Eq.(13)-(15) and (18). We use the same nondimensional form as 

in the first model, that is, 

wd 

w=
u· 

where the rotational variable v is introduced. 

The solution is decomposed in the same manner as before, i.e., 

[ 

u 1 [UO + u
' 1 w wo +w' 

V = Vo + v' 

P Po + p' 

(37) 

(38) 
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where uo, wo, Vo and Po constitute the basic solution and u' , w', v', and p' the 

perturbation, the basic solution in nondimensional form is 

Uo = 1 Wo =0 Vo = 0 and 

Substituting (38) into Eq.(13)-(15), (18) and linearizing Eq.(18), A linear 

equation system in the perturbation variables u' , w', v', and p' is obtained, we skip 

the prime and rewrite the four equations as follow, 

82 u 82 u 8w 8v 
f)t2 - H 892 + (1 + K + H) 89 + (1 + H) 89 + (1 + K)u = Rp (39) 

The same physical parameters K, R, A and , as in the thin ring, in addition we 

introduce 

H = kGAr5 = kAEr5 
E1 2(1 + II)E1 

L = mr5 = mrg ~ = ..!.. 
AEr2 E1r2 Ar5 K 

where H is a second geometric parameter, G is the shear modulus and k is a shape 

factor as previously stated. 
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The next step is to use the method of Fourier decomposition assuming that 

the perturbations can be expressed in the form 

[: ~ :', !~] _ at [~~:~ ] 
v(8,t) - e u(8) 
p(8,t) p(8) 

Substitute the above equation into Eq.(39), (40), (41) (42) to eliminate p 
between equations (39) and (42). Then the final three equations are: 

-(1 + K + H)Du + [S2 + H - (K + 1)D2]w + (H - D2)v = 0 (44) 

-(K + KH)Du + [KH - KD2]w + (s2 + KH - KD2)v = 0 (45) 

In this case, we choose to keep the three variables u, V, and w in the solution of the 

eigenvalue problem, expanding them in Fourier series, we have 

00 

u (8) = L (an sin n8 + Incos n8) (46) 
n=l 

00 

w (8) = L (bnsin n8 + gncos n8) (47) 
n=l 

00 

v (8) = L (cnsin n8 + hncos n8) (48) 
n=l 

To calculate the eigenvalues, s, the same method is used as in the previ

ous section. After substituting Eq.(46)-(48) into Eq.(43)-(45), making use of the 

orthogonality of sin(n8) and cos(n8), we multiply resulting equation by sin(m8) 

and cos(m8) in turn and then integrate between 8=0 and 27r. This gives an 

infinite systems of linear homogeneous equations for the constant coefficients 

an, bn , cn , In, gn and hn. 

R1 RA 
[s2 + -2 s + Hn2 + (K + 1)]an - -In 

n n 
- (1 + K + H)ngn - (1 + H)nhn = 0 (49) 

---- -----. ---.----
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[S2 + H + (1 + K)n2 ]bn + (H + n2 )cn + (1 + K + H)nfn = 0 (50) 

(KH + Kn2 )bn + (.,,2 + KH + Kn2 )cn + (K + KH)nfn = 0 (51) 

RA 
[-an + (1 + K + H))nbn + (1 + H)ncn 

n 

+ [s2 + R; s + Hn2 + (1 + K)]jn = 0 (52) 
n 

-(1 + K + H)nan + (s2 + H + (1 + K)n2)gn + (H + n2)hn = 0 (53) 

-(KH + K)nan + (KH + Kn2)gn + (s2 + KH + Kn2)hn = 0 (54) 

In order to have nontrivial solutions for the constants, the detenninant of 

the system must vanish. Therefore, choosing to truncate the series expansion at 

n=N, we will have a generalized eigensystem written in the following form 

[S2 + As + B] x = 0 (55) 

where A and B are 6N by 6N matrices and x T = < an,bn,cn,fn,gn,hn >, 
n = 1,2··· ·N. The matrixes A and B are block diagonal, each block corresponding 

to a value of n, hence the eigenvlaues can be sought block by block as in the previous 

case. 

The matrices in each block of system (55) are given by 

~ n 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

A= 0 0 0 0 0 0 (56) 
0 0 0 f!1. 0 0 

n 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

[Hn2
+f+Kl 0 

o 1 Bll = H +(1 +K)n2 H+n2 

KH +Kn2 KH+Kn2 

[ _& (1 +K +H)n (l+tnl B12 = (1+K+H)n 0 
(K+KH)n 0 

.. -- --... -... --~.>--~-- --- .. 



B21 = [-(1 + i + H)n 
-(K+KH)n 

(l+K+H)n (l+H)n] 
o 0 
o 0 

[ 

H n 2 + (1 + K) 0 
B 22 = 0 H+(1+K)n2 

o KH+Kn2 

B = [Bll 
B21 

o ] H+n2 

KH+Kn2 
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(57) 

The calculation of the eigenvalues of the quadratic system can also be per

formed as a standard eigenvalue problem written as 

(58) 

by defining sx=y. 

The numerical results for these two different eigensystems will be the content 

of the next section. 

3.2 Numerical Results and Stability of the 

Basic Solutions 

3.2.1 Numerical Results for the Thin Ring Model 

The solutions of the eigenvalue problems (36) and (58) show that there is 

always an unstable mode for 1\ =FO, for small value of 1\ the real part of that 

unstable eigenvalue is around 10-11 • Table 1 shows the real and imaginary parts 

of the eigenvalues corresponding to an unstable mode, as a function of the angular 

velocity for a specific conbination of the three parameters GK(geometry number), 

RP(pressure number), and [(squeeze number GAM). Figure 5 shows the plots for 

these data. 



Table 1. eigenvalues with non-negative real part for different angular velocity 

for the parameters GK=240.83, RP=3044855.43, and "Y=1289.82 

Angular Velocity The Maximum Eigenvlaues at n = 1 

RPM(bearing no.) Real Part Imaginary Part 

0(0) 0.00 0.0000 

200(139) 6.52e-12 0.1079 

400(278) 2.37e-ll 0.2159 

600(417) 5.34e-ll 0.3238 

800(556) 9.50e-ll 0.4318 

1000(695) 1.48e-l0 0.5397 

1200(834) 2.14e-10 0.6477 

1400(973) 2.91e-l0 0.7556 

1600(1112) 3.80e-l0 0.8636 

1800(1251) 4.82e-10 0.9715 

2000(1390) 5.95e-1O 1.0975 

2200(1529) 7.20e-l0 1.1874 

2400(1668) 8.57e-l0 1.2954 

2600(1807) 1.01e-09 1.4033 

2800(1946) 1. 12e-09 1.5113 

40 



Figure 5(a). The real. part of the eigenvalues in table 1 vs angular velocity 
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Figure 5(b). The imaginary part of the eigenvalues in table 1 vs angular velocity 
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After the eigenvalues are calculated, the corresponding eigenvectors can be 

calculated in order to simulate the perturbation growth. The unstable value always 

occur in the first mode(n=l), therefore we are interested in the case n=l, the 

eigensystem (36) can be written as 

[-Rr-
0 -2K-2 RA ] 

Sll = 
-R"'( - s -RA -2~-2 

0 -s 
1 0 -s 

[-(1 +f)R1 0 0 (l+fRA] 
S12 = -(K + l)R"'( -(K + l)R/\ 

0 0 
0 0 

[~ 
0 1 

~] S21 = 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

[-- 0 0 

Il s" = ~ 
-8 0 
0 -8 

1 0 

&7=< 3 3b 2 2b sal,S 1,S a1,s 1 > 

bT = < sal, 8bl! a1, b1 > 

(59) 

Since there are only two independent variables a and b, equation (59) will 

give us two relations. 
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combining Equations (60) and (61), we have 

{[RA + R(1 +2 K)A] + [(R1' + 3) + (2K + 2) + (1 + K)R1' ]}al 
3 3 

= {[RA + R(1 + K)A] _ [(R1' + 3) + (2K + 2) + (1 + K)R1']}b1 (62) 
3 2 3 

Choosing the bearing number 1\=139.23, gometry number GK=240.83, pres

sure number RP=3044855.43 and squeeze number 1'=1289.82 as an example, the 

unstable eigenvalues are complex conjugates (0.65E-ll,±0.1079) and the eigenvec

tors al and bl can be calculated from Eq.(62). 

For S = 0.65E -11 + 0.1079, al = 1 and bl -

For S = 0.65E - 11 - 0.1079, al = 1 and bl =-z 

and Figure 6 shows the corresponding disturbance u where 

. -.--.---.. --.-~-. 
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Figure 6. Example of deformation modes for w= 200 RPM 

,GK=240.83, RP=3044855.43, and 1'=1289.82 

,the dotted line is the undefonned shape, the 1st 

solid line is defonned shape at time=O , second solid 

line at time=30, perturbation magn!fication=10000 

~,-------------------------------------
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For certain combinations of the four parameters, there is a 2nd unstable 

region for the first mode(n=l). In order to perform a parametric study, we must be 

able to change each parameter independently of the others in a way that make sense 

physically, we do this in the following way. The cross-sectional area is chosen to 

vary the geometry number GK without affecting the bearing, pressure and squeeze 

numbers. In the same way, the elastic modulus is chosen to change the pressure 

number RP. The bearing number BN is controlled by the angular velocity. Figure 7 

shows the second unstable region for various values of GK. Each diagram plots the 

bearing number against the pressure number for a specific geometry number, the 

squeeze number is calculated as a function of the pressure number keeping the time 

scale fixed. We observe that only the lower limit of the unstable region changes, 

the upper limit remains the same in all cases. 

The second unstable region also corresponds to mode one(n=l). But this 

region is a much stronger region of instability, since the real parts of the eigenvalues 

are 106 times larger than the first unst.able region. The second unstable region is 

confined under the geometry number smaller than 1600 and within a range of the 

bearing number of about 3000. 

------- --



Figure 7.(a) the plot for the second unstable region at GK=lOO 
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Figure 7.(b) the plot for the second unstable region at GK=240 
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Figure 7.(c) the plot for the second unstable region at GK=500 
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3.2.2 Numerical Results for the Thick Circular Rings 

When thick circular ring equations coupled with the fluid film equation are 

perturbed, the n=1 mode of instability also sets in. This means that the basic 

solution with constant displacements and pressure when disturbed is unstable, and 

the geometry does not remain circular. An n=1 sinusoidal deformation mode will 

grow. 

Before we discuss the instability of the steady state solution of the coupled 

equation system, it is important to investigate the validity of the elastic equations for 

thick circular rings. From the elementary beam theory when the thickness to length 

ratio of the beam increases, the theory becomes less accurate [20]. Accordingly, 

the thickness to radius ratio of a circular ring will also affect the accuracy of the 

present analysis [13]. Therefore, we must consider the range of validity of these 

elastic equations as a function of the thickness to radius ratio. 

Consider a relatively thick circular ring Rl'ound a rotating shaft that is sub

jected to a hydrodynamic pressure from the fluid film between the ring and the 

shaft. Physically, if the shaft is stationary, a uniform pressure is applied to the 

ring and it is stable [30]. Thus, for the different thickness to radius ratios, one can 

examine the stability of the stationary solution on each mode to determine if the 

model is valid for that specific geometry. 

The analysis is performed in the following way. When the shaft is stationary 

the angular velocity is zero and hence the bearing number is zero. In order to 

change the pressure number RP without affecting the geometry number GK, the 

elastic modulus is varied. Thus, for a certain pressure number RP, we calculate the 

the maximun of real parts of the eigenvalues in each mode. Since the solution for 

the case 1\=0 is known to be stable, the occurrence of an eigenvalue with a positive 

real part for any mode n indicates a break down in the model. 
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For a rectangular cross-section, the geometry number GK gives us the radius 

to thickness ratio, since 

GK = Ar~ = (bh)r~ = 12( ro? 
I -Lbh3 h 12 

(63) 

The data for three different pressure numbers shown in Table 2.. For each pressure 

number, the maximun real part of the eigenvalues corresponding to each mode 

number for a fixed ro/h ratio(geometry number) is listed. 

Table 2. Results of a stationary thick ring analysis 

(a). When RP=3044855 

The Mode No. The maximum real part of eigenvlaues 

N GK=30 GK=248 GK=1460 GK=9633 GK=19267 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

r/h=1.6 r/h=4.5 

0.0 0.0 

r/h=l1 

0.0 

0.53e-8 -0.87e-8 -0.ge-8 

0.12e-6 -0.13e-6 -0.le-6 

0.53e-6 0.lle-5 -0.ge-6 

0.15e-5 0.17e-5 -0.3e-5 

-0.31e-8 0.14e-4 -0.6e-5 

-0.27e-9 0.33e-4 -0.ge-5 

0.18e-5 0.6ge-4 -0.le-4 

0.34e-5 0.13e-3 -0.14e-4 

0.5ge-5 0.24e-3 -0.16e-4 

--- .-~-- -

r/h=28 

0.0 

-0.ge-8 

-0.15e-6 

-O.ge-6 

-0.36e-5 

-0.le-4 

-0.3e-4 

-0.63e-4 

-0.le-3 

-0.12e-3 

r/h=40 

0.0 

-0.92e-8 

-0.15e-6 

-0.ge-6 

-0.37e-5 

-0.le-4 

-0.3e-4 

-0.64e-4 

-0.13e-3 

-0.24e-3 



(b). When RP=685092 

The Mode No. The Maximum Real Part of Eigenvlaues 

N GK=30 GK=248 GK=1460 GK=9633 GK=19267 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

r/h=1.6 r/h=4.5 r/h=l1 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.l1e-7 -0.18e-7 -0.1ge-7 

0.25e-6 -0.27e-6 -0.30e-6 

0.11e-5 0.22e-5 -0.27e-4 

0.32e-5 0.37 e-5 -0.73e-5 

-0.66e-8 0.2ge-4 -0.14e-4 

-0.58e-9 0.68e-4 -0.18e-4 

0.38e-5 0.15e-3 -0.23e-4 

0.71e-5 -0.24e-5 -0.28e-4 

0.13e-4 -0.24e-5 -0.34e-4 

r/h=28 

0.0 

-0.1ge-7 

-0.31e-6 

-0.1ge-5 

-0.77e-5 

-0.23e-4 

-0.60e-4 

-0.13e-3 

-0.21e-3 

-0.25e-3 

r/h=40 

0.0 

-0.1ge-7 

-0.31e-6 

-0.1ge-5 

-0.77e-5 

-0.24e-4 

-0.60e-4 

-0.14e-3 

-0.27e-3 

-0.5Ie-3 

(c). When BN=O, RP=274037 and gamma=4299 

The Mode No. The Maximum Real Part of Eigenvlaues 

N GK=30 GK=248 GK=1460 GK=9633 GK=19267 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

r/h=1.6 r/h=4.5 r/h=l1 

0.0 0.0 0.0 

0.18e-7 -0.2ge-7 -0.30e-7 

0.3ge-6 -0.43e-6 -0.48e-6 

O.18e-5 O.35e-5 0.43e-4 

O.51e-5 0.58e-5 -0.12e-4 

-0.l1e-7 0.45e-4 -0.22e-4 

-O.92e-9 0.11e-3 -0.28e-4 

0.60e-5 -0.37e-5 -0.36e-4 

O.lle-4 -0.3ge-5 -0.45e-4 

0.20e-4 -O.38e-5 -0.54e-4 

r/h=28 

0.0 

-0.31e-7 

-0.4ge-6 

-0.20e-5 

-0.12e-4 

-0.37e-4 

-0.94e-4 

-0.21e-3 

-0.33e-3 

-OAOe-3 

r/h=40 

0.0 

-0.31e-7 

-OAge-6 

-0.31e-5 

-0.12e-4 

-0.37e-4 

-0.95e-4 

-0.21e-3 

-OA3e-3 

-0.81e-3 
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Figure 8 shows the maximum real parts of the eigenvalues against mode 

numbers n at different TO /h ratio. 
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Figure 8. Maximun real part of the eigenvalues for each mode 

when BN=O, RP=3044855 and GAM=1289 
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Based on this analysis, the elastic model for thick beams is valid as long 

as the ratio ro/h is greater than about 10. These results indicate that the thick 

beam model does not contribute to our stability studies when ro/h < 10 and is 

therefore not useful to our purpose, since the thin beam model is valid for values 

of the ratio ro/h > 10. However, we still perform a stability analysis on this model 

for completion and comparison of results with the thin beam model. 

As in the thin ring analysis, instability also sets in as long as the angular 

velocity is not zero. A difference exists between these two models is that a second 

unstable mode corresponding to n=2 will occur in the thick ring analysis. Some 

numerical results are given in Table 3. It is found that the second unstable mode 

sets in when the angular velocity reaches 2600 RPM. The eigenvalues are plotted 

against the angular velocities in Figure 9 and the deformation mode for n=2 are 

shown in Figure 10. 

-~-,--------- --
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Table 3. Eigenvalues with non-negative real part for different angular velocity 

for the parameters GK=2700{r/h=15), RP=3044855,43, and /,=1289.82 

(a). results for mode one i.e. n=l 

Angular Velocity the Maximun Eigenvlaues at n = 1 

RPM(bcaring no.) Real Part Imaginary Part 

O{O) 0.00 0.0000 

200(139) 0.60e-11 0.1079 

400(278) 0.3457980e-06 0.2159 

600(417) 0.3455408e-06 0.3238 

800(556) 0.3454741e-06 0.4318 

1000(695) 0.345468ge-06 0.5397 

1200(834) 0.3454933e-06 0.6477 

1400(973) 0.3455363e-06 0.7556 

1600(1112) 0.3455934e-06 0.8636 

1800(1251) 0.3456625e-06 0.9715 

2000(1390) 0.3457424e-06 1.0795 

2200(1529) 0.3458325e-06 1.1874 

2400(1668) 0.3460415e-06 1.2954 

2600(1807) 0.3461602e-06 1.4033 

2800(1946) 0.3462881e-06 1.5113 

----- --.- -_._--
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(b). results for mode two i.e. n=2 

Angular Velocity the Maximun Eigenvlaues at n = 2 

RPM(bearing no.) Real Part Imaginary Part 

0(0) -0.9118093e-08 0.0000 

200(139) -0.9058597e-08 0.2159 

400(278) -0.8880433e-08 0.4318 

600(417) -0.8583532e-08 0.6477 

800(556) -0.816786&-08 0.8636 

1000(695) -0.7633431e-08 1.0795 

1200(834) -0.6980221e-09 1.2954 

1400(973) -0.6208230e-09 1.5113 

1600(1112) -0.5317450e-09 1.7271 

1800(1251) -0.4307872e-08 1.9430 

2000(1390) -0.3179484e-08 2.1589 

2200(1529) -0.1932276e-08 2.3748 

2400(1668) -0.566233ge-09 2.5907 

2600(1807) 0.9186555e-09 2.8066 

2800(1946) 0.2522408e-08 3.0225 



Figure 9.(a) Real part of the eigenvalues in table 3 vs angular velocity 
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Figure 9.(b) Imaginary part of the eigenvalues in table 3 vs angular velocity 
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Figure 10. deformation mode for n=2 (see figure 6) 
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3.3 Simplified Model for Thin Circular Ring 

As the numerical results indicated in the previous sections, only the lower 

modes(n=l and 2) are unstable. Thus, it appears to be a valid assumption that 

the extensional deformation of the neutral axis of the ring is small compared to its 

bending deformation. Under these conditions, we can assume that the hoop strain 

e9 is only due to the radial displacement, i.e., w=O, and the mathematical model 

for the elastic deformation reduces to one equation, i.e., 

82 u EI [J4u AE 
mro !U2 + -3 884 + -u = (p - Pa)rob - F 

Vt ro ro 

Combined with the Reynolds equation, in non-dimensional form, we have 

82u fJ4u 
(}t2 + 884 + K u = RP 

8 38p 8u 8u 
88 (u 88) = I (}t + A 88 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

If the effect of the extensional deformation w is not very important, as we 

expect, equations (65) and (66) should still provide a good approximation to the 

system and will be much simpler to solve. 

The perturbation equations for this system, with the basic non-dimensional 

solution uo=l and Po=K/R, are 

82u' fJ4u' , 
(}t2 + 8(}4 + Ku = RP' 

82p' 8u' 8u' 
882 = I at + A 88 

and the modal decomposition yields 

Eliminating p, we obtain 

(67) 

(68) 
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After expanding u in Fourier series and using the Galerkin approximation, we obtain 

the system of equations 

(_n2s2 - n6 
- Kn2 - B"'(s)bn - nB" an = 0 n = 1,2,··· 

As before, the first N components give a 2N by 2N system of the fonn 

[ s2 I + As + B 1 U = 0 

where A and B are block diagonal matrices, with each block a 2 x 2 matirx of the 

form 

[
19 

A = block diagonal '0 

[
n2 + K 

B = block diagonal B: 
For each value of n, the eigenvalues can be obtained from the solution of the 4 X 4 

standard eigenvalue problem. 

(69) 

where sU=V. 

As in the complete model, solutions to this simplified eigenvalue problem 

show that the instability also sets in at lower mode(n=l), however, this model 

yields a stable region for low value of the bearing number and instability is not 

found for all combinations of the four parameters, namely, bearing number BN, 

geometry number GK, pressure number RP and squeeze number GAM. A neutral 

stability curve can be obtained for this model. 

If we choose one specific geometry number and fix the squeeze number ac

cording to each pressure number, a neutral stability curve can be drawn for the 

bearing number against the pressure number. Table 4 shows the results for dif

ferent geometry number. Under each geometry number, one neutral curve can be 
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drawn, as shown in Figure 11, for bearing number vs pressure number and the 

squeeze number is considered to be a function of the pressure number for a fixed 

time scale. The simplified model is stable for low bearing numbers or a higher ge

ometry numbers, while the non-simplified one only has stable modes when the shaft 

is stationary. But in both cases the instability appears in the first mode, i.e., n=1. 

Table 4. onset of instability for the simplified thin beam model 

pressure no. vs bearing no. under different geometry no. 

RP G K = 50 = 100 = 150 =200 =350 = 500 

137018 4351 6091 7484 8632 

228364 3376 4734 5813 6683 8841 

342546 800 801 4734 5465 7205 8632 

456728 592 592 592 592 ' 6265 7484 

685092 418 418 418 418 870 1949 

1370184209 209 209 627 1531 2150 

2014977 139 139 557 835 1531 2019 

2537379 139 278 627 870 1462 1914 

3425462 104 383 661 870 1358 1740 

4567283 139 453 661 835 1253 1566 

6850924209 453 627 766 1079 1358 



Figure 11. Neutral stability curves for the simplified thin beam model 

BN vs RP for different values of GK 
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3.4 Simplified Model for a Thick Circular Ring 

For the relatively thick circular ring, assuming that w=O, the mathematical 

model reduces to two equations for the elastic deformation, 

cPu fJ2u av 
&t2 - H a82 + (1 + H) a8 + (1 + K)u = RP 

=~ -K :~ - (K + K H):: + K Hv = 0 

plus the Reynolds equation in non-dimensional form 

After perturbation and linearization, we obtain a coupled system as follows 

[-HD2 + (s2 + 1 + K)]u + (1 + H)Dv = RP 

-(K + KH)Du + (S2 + KH - KD2)v = 0 

D2p=(AD+iS)U 

eliminating the pressure p between (73) and (75), we have 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

[-H D4 + (s2 + 1 + K)D2 - RAD - RiS]U + (1 + H)D3 fJ = 0 (76) 

-(K + KH)Du + [KH - KD2]w + (s2 + KH - KD2)v = 0 (77) 

As in the complete model, we expand U, fJ in Fourier series as 

00 

U (8) = L (an sin n8 + !ncos n8) 
n=1 

00 

v (8) = L (cnsin n8 + hncos n8) 
n=1 

,~~------ --
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and using a Galerkin approximation, the following system of equations are obtained 

R"'( RA 
[52 + -2 5+Hn2 + (K + 1)]an - -in 

n n 
- (1 + H)nhn = 0 

(52 + KH + Kn2 )cn + (K + KH)nin = 0 

RA 
[-an + (1 + H)ncn n 

+ [52 + R; 5 + Hn2 + (1 + K)1fn = 0 
n 

(78) 

(79) 

(SO) 

(S1) 

Rewrite the above equations in matrix form and the first N components will give a 

4N by 4N system of the form 

[ s2 I + As + B] X = 0 (S2) 

where A and B are block diagonal matrices, with each block a 4 x 4 matrix of the 

form 

[ -~' ~ ~ ~~l 
A = 0 0 -n~l 

000 

B = [Hn2 ~~~ +K) 

-(K+KH)n 

o 
KH +Kn2 

(1 + H)n 
o 

-R, 
n 

(K+KH)n 
Hn2 + (1 + K) 

o 

For each value of n, the eigenvalues can be obtained from the solution of the 

8 x 8 standard eigenvalue problem. 

(S3) 
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As in the simplified model for the thin circular ring, Table 5 shows the results 

for different geometry number. For each geometry number, one neutral curve can be 

drawn. Figure 12 shows the neutral curves for bearing number vs pressure number. 

The squeeze number is a function of the pressure number keeping the time scale 

fixed. Just as with the simplified model for thin circular rings, this simplified model 

for relatively thick circular rings shows a stable region for low bearing numbers at 

high values of the geometry number, while the non-simplified model is stable only 

when the shaft is stationary. 

Table 5. Results for the simplified model for thick beams 

pressure no. vs bearing no. under different geometry no. 

RP G K = 50 = 100 = 150 = 200 = 350 =500 

137018 383 16324 

228364 209 7622 

342546 104 4142 

456728 70 2715 

685092 34 1496 4664 8249 

1370184 34 522 1671 2889 

201497734 313 940 1635 4977 

253737934 208 661 1183 3516 

342546234 34 418 765 2263 4594 

456728334 34 278 487 1462 2993 

685092434 34 174 278 801 1635 

--- ----- --
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Figure 12. Neutral curves for the thick beam simplified model, 

BN vs RP for different GK 
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3.5 Linear Stability Analysis with Damping 

As previously disscussed, both of the mathematical models presented in this 

work have been shown to be stable when the bearing number is zero(I\=O) and 

unstable when the bearing number is non-zero. This result can be obtained either by 

using the thin ring model or by using the thick ring model restricting the thickness 

to radius ratio to h/ro :$ 0.1. Therefore, it becomes important to investigate the 

effect of damping in the above models, since after some form of damping is added, 

it is expected that the system will become stable at low bearing numbers. Only the 

thin ring model is used here. A viscous damping term is added to Equations (21) 

and (22), the linearized mathematical model for the perturbation variables becomes 

82 u 8u [J4u fflw (8w ) 
at2 + Cd at + 804 - 803 + K 80 + u = RP (84) 

82w 8w 83u 82w 8u 
at2 + Cd7it + 803 - (K + 1) 802 - K 80 = 0 (85) 

82p 8u 8u 
802 =, at + 1\ 80 (86) 

where Cd is the damping coefficient. Using the same solution procedure as before, 

a similar eigensystem with extra damping terms in the element matrices can be 

obtained. 

[ Bs4 + Cs3 + Ds2 + Es + A] x = 0 (87) 

where A, B, C, D and E are 2N by 2N matrices and x T = < a},b},a2,b2 · 

.. ·an , bn >, N is the truncation number for the infinite system of linear equations. 

The matrices are block diagonal and each block submatrix is given by 

_ [Kn6 
- 2Kn4 + Kn2 

A - (K + l)RAn 
-(K + l)RAn ] 

Kn6 
- 2Kn4 + Kn2 
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D _ [n4 + (K + 1)n2 + K + R~I' + c3 _llA ] 
- ~A n4 + (K + 1)n2 +RK + R~r + C~ 

E= [~ ~] 
where 

The calculation of the eigenvalues of the system can be performed as a stan

dard eigenvalue problem written as 

by defining sx=y, sy=z and sz=w. 

As expected in the presence of damping, the system is stable when the bear

ing number is low, i.e., the small positive eigenvalue which appeared in the un

damped system now disappeared. Figure 13 shows the neutral curve for bearing 

number vs pressure number for geometry number GK=240 with damping coefficient 

Cd=l. The region below the neutral curve is stable and the positive eigenvalues 

appear on the region above the neutral curve. 

----- ---------~,--------
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Figure 13. Neutral curve for the thin beam model 

with damping coefficient Cd=l 

BN vs RP for GK=240 
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The stability characteristics of two different mathematical models approxi

mating the condition in lip seal have been studied in this chapter. The basic pa

rameters that govern the mechanical system have also been defined. These analyses 

show that instability will occur at any non-zero angular velocity without damping. 

But the perturbation will take long time to grow in order to become significant. 

This is because the real parts of the unstable eigenvalues are quite small, of the 

order of 10-12 to 10-6 in non-dimensional form. A detailed description of the ex

tension of the models to two-dimensions by considering the axial direction is the 

content of the next chapter. A numerical model capable of calculating the response 

of the system to perturbations and describing the deformation mode and pressure 

field is developed in chapter 5 for the thin beam equations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE TWO DIMENSIONAL MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

In this chapter, the mathematical models are extended to the () - z plane and 

the assumption of no axial variation is dropped. The extension of the thin beam 

model is simply derived by considering the bending effect on the axial direction. 

For the thick beam model, one more rotational degree of freedom caused by the 

shearing effect in the axial direction has to be included when deriving the equations 

of motion. A nonlinear numerical model is then developed to study the dynamics 

of the thin beam-fluid film system based on the equations derived in this chapter. 

Figure 14. An element cut out from a plate 
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4.1. Mathematical Model for 2-D Thin Circular Ring 

4.1.1. Bending Energy 

The mathematical model for a circular ring of rectangular cross section in 

2-D is derived in this section. Considering an element from the ring(Fig.14), nnnn 

is the neutral surface. Let -L and .L denote the curvature of the neutral surface in p, p. 

sections parallel to the r9 and rz planes. The strain in the 9 and z directions are 

by Hooke's law [26] 

r 
c8=

P8 

r 
cz=

pz 

{78 V{7z 
C8=---E E 

{7 z V{78 
C =---

z E E 

and the corresponding stress are 

Er 1 1 
{78 = (- + v-) 

1 - v2 P8 pz 

Er 1 1 
{7z = (- + v-) 

1 - v2 pz P8 

The magnitude of the couples(introduced by the normal stresses over the lateral 

sides of the element) per unit length must be equal to the extcrnu.l moments At8 

and M z , that is, 
-10 

( tlo2 (78rdr ) dz = M 8dz 
2 

_10 ( f: (7zrdr) rod9 = Mzrod9 
2 

Substitute {78 and (7 z to obtain [26] 

1 1 
M8 = D(- + v-) 

P8 pz 

1 1 
Mz = D(- + v-) 

pz P8 

---- ----.--- .. -~- --.------ ---
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where D is the flexural rigidity of the rubber ring 

The curvature can then be written as[26] 

1 cPu 1 dw 1 CPu 8w 
ps = - ds2 + ro ds = r~ ( - 8()2 + 88) 

1 (flu 
p: = - 8z2 

so we have 

1 82u ow 82u 
Ms = -D[r~(8(}2 - 08) + v 8z2 ] 

82 u 1 82u 8w 
M: = -D[8z2 + v r5(8(}2 - 88)] 

Since the bending acting on the element of the rubber seal is either caused 

by ii or *' we assume that it is pure bending of the element, namely, Ms and M: 

acting on the element. These two bending moments act in two principal directions 

and we assume that there is no twisting moment Ms: caused by the shear stress, 

that is 
1l. 

Ms: = {2 Ts:rdr = 0 
J=" 'T 

Therefore, the bending energy only considers the work done by Ms and M z • Now, 

consider the work done by Msdz in r - (} plane. The angle corresponding to Medz 

is 
1 1 
-ds = -rod8 
Ps Ps 



and the work done by Msdz is 

1 1 
dVs = -2Ms-rod9dz 

Ps 
1 1 (flu aw (flu 1 [)2u 8w 

= -2D [r5 (892 - 89) + v 8z2 Hr5 (- 892 + 89 )]rod9dz 

_ 1 1 (flu aw 2 v (flu [)2u 8w 
- 2D [r3 (892 - 89) + r5 8z2 (892 - 89 )]rod9dz 
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Similarly, the work done by the moment Mzds = Mzrod9 in r-z plane with the 

corresponding angle 

IS 

1 82u 
-dz=--dz 
pz 8z2 

1 1 
dVz = -2 Mz(-dz)rod9 

pz 
-1 82 u 1 82 u 8w (flu 

= ""2D[8z2 + v r5 (892 - 89 )]( - 8z2 dz)rod9 

1 82u 2 v 82u 82u aw 
= '2 D [( 8z2 ) + r~ (8z 2 )( 892 - 89 »)rod9dz 

Thus, the strain energy in bending is equal to the total work 

dUb = dVs + dVz 

1 1 82 u 8w 2 82u 2 2v 82u 82u 8w 
= 2D [r3 (8lP - 89) + (8z2 ) + r5 (8z2 )( 892 - 89 )]rod9dz 

4.1.2. 2-D Equations for the Elastic Deformation of Rubber Rings 

Bending energy 

From the above expression we have 

Extensional energy 

-- ---- -_._-------------- -_. -



As in the one-dimensional case 

Ue = ~ I I u8c8hrod8dz 

where C8 and U8 are 

1 8w 
c8=-(u+-) 

ro 88 
F 1 

U8 = - + - Ec8 A 2 
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1 II II (F 1 1 8w ) 1 8w Ue = '2 u8cehrod8dz = A + '2E ro (u + 88) ro (u + 88 )hrod8dz 

II [F 8w Eh 8w 2] = -(u + -) + -(u + -) d8dz 
b 88 2ro 88 

External work done by pressure 

The work due to the external pressure is 

Up = I I -(p - Po) urod8dz 

Kinetic energy 

The kinetic energy of translation, T, is 

where m is mass per unit area 

Lagrangian 

The Lagrangian 

L=T-U 

in terms of deformation variables takes the form 

---------- -- . -
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L = II [~(.2 .2) _ D (fPu _ 8W)2 _ Dro(fPu)2 
2 u + w 2rg 862 80 2 8z2 

vD fPu fPu 8w F 8w 
- -;:;;( 8z2 )( 802 - 80) - b(u + 80) 

-!~ (u + :)2 + (p - PII) rOu ] dOdz (89) 

Euler equations 

The Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to expression (89) are 

1). Euler Equation for the u displacement 

The resulting equation for u is 

82u D [J4u 2Dv ()4u [J4u D (J3w 
mro {)t2 + r3 804 + -;:;;- 8028z2 + Dro 8z4 - r3 803 

Dv 8 3w Eh8w Eh F - ---+ --+ -u = (p- PII) ro b (90) 
ro 808z2 ro 80 ro 

where the subscripts 0 and z in the dependent variables denote partial derivatives, 

e.g. 

2). From the Euler Equation in w 

the equation for w is 

- 0 (91) 

------ -- -
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Equation (90) and (91) are the coupled displacement equations of motion 

with free moments and free transverse loads along the two edges as the boundary 

conditions along the boundary z=O and z=b. These two equations provide an elastic 

model for the thin beams. 

4.2. Mathematical Model for 2-D Thick Circular Ring 

4.2.1. Curvature in the r - 8 plane 

From chapter 2 the total curvature change in r - 8 plane is 

1 82 u 
~~ = - r5 (u + 8(2) 

As shown in Figure 15, the deflection angle t/J is the sum of the angle ¢, from 

pure bending, and angle {3, due to shearing. ie. 

Figure 3 shows that 
1 8u 

t/J = ro (88 - w) 

Define v = ro¢ as in the one-dimensional model, then, the angle only caused by 

shearing can be written as[13] 

1 8u 
{3 = t/J - ¢ = ro (88 - w) - ¢ 

1 8u 
f3 = ro (88 - w - v) 

so the change in curvature due to shearing is 

1 d{3 -1 8 2u 8w 8v 
~~6 = --- = -(--- --) 

ro d8 ro 882 88 88 

and the change in curvature due to bending is 

----_. ------.-.----
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4.2.2. Curvature in the r-z plane 

For small deflections in the z direction, the total deflection is the sum of 

bending and shearing. From Figure 15, we have 

du 
dz = <p:; + /3:; 

where <p:; is the deformation angle due to bending in r-z plane and /3z is the angle 

due to shearing only. If we define a new variable S = ro<p:;, then the shearing angle 

can be written as 

/3:; = du - ~S 
dz TO 

so the curvature change due to bending is 

1 d<p:; 1 dS 
-=-=--
Pzb dz TO dz 

and the curvature change due to shearing is 

1 d/3:; cPu 1 dS 
pzs = dz = dz 2 - TO dz 

4.2.3. Relation Between Bending Moment and Curvature 

As stated in [26], the relation for bending moment and curvature is 

1 1 
Mo=D(-+v-) 

Po" pzb 

1 1 
M:; =D(-+v-) 

Pzb POb 

where 
1 1 ow ov 
-=--(u+-+-) 
P9b T5 of} of} 

and 
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Figure 15. an element bounded by two adjacent cross section 
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rewritting the bending moments in terms of deformation variables, we have 

1 8w 8u 1 do 
Me = -D [-(u + - + -) - v-- ] 

r~ 8fJ 8fJ ro dz 

1 do 1 8w 8v 
Mz = D [ -- - v-(u + - + -) ] 

ro dz r~ 8fJ 8fJ 

4.2.3.1 Work done by Me 

The angle corresponding to M edz is 

1 1 8w 8v 
-ds = --(u + - + -)dfJ 
Peb ro 88 88 

hence, the work done by Medz is 

1 1 
dVe = -(Medz)(-ds) 

2 peb 
-1 1 8w 8u, 1 do 1 8w 8v 

= -D[-(u + - + -) - v---]dz[--(u + - + -)d8] 
2 r5 8fJ 8fJ ro dz ro 88 88 

1 1 8w 8v 2 1 do 8w 8v 
= -D[-(u + - + -) - v--(u + - + -)]d8dz 

2 r3 88 8e r5 dz 88 88 

4.2.3.2 Work done by Mz 

Since the curvature change due to bending in the z direction is P!b = ;0 ~~, the 

angle corresponding to Mzrod8 is 

1 1 de 
-dz= --dz 
Pzb ro dz 

hence, the work done by the moment Mz is 

1 1 
dVz = -2(Mz rod8)(-dz) 

pzb 
1 1 de 1 8w 8v 1 de 

= -D[-- - v-(u + - + -)]rod8--dz 
2 ro dz r5 88 88 ro dz 
1 1 de 2 1 de 8w 8v 

= -D[-(-) - v--(u + - + -)]d8dz 
2 ro dz r5 dz 88 88 

-_ .. - .... -. ---- -------- - -
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Finally, the bending strain energy is equal to the total work 

dUb = dVe+dV: 
1 1 aw av 2 1 do 2 v do aw av 

= 2D [rg(u+ a9 + a9) + ro(d) -2rfi (d)(U+ a9 + a9)]d9dz 

4.2.4. 2-D Equations of Motion for a Thick Ring 

From the above expression, the energies envolved are 

Bending energy 

Ub = j j dUb 

= D jj(u + aw + aV?d9dz +!2. jj(dO?d9dz 
2rg a9 a9 2ro dz 

vD jj do aw av - r5 (d)( U + a9 + a9 )d9dz 

Shearing energy 

The shearing energy due to 13 in the r - 9 plane is given by 

which we rearrange in the form 

k 2 
dUal = "2Ghrof3 d9dz 

then 

U61 = kG;ro j j f3 2 d9dz 

= kGh jjc dU _ w _ v?d9dz 
2ro d9 

The shearing energy due to 13: = ~~ - ;00 in the r-z plane is given by 
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substitute f3z and dA2 = Tod8h to get 

U/l2 = kGhTo J J (du - ~O)2 d8dz 
2 dz TO 

The total shearing energy U/I = Ud + U/12 

U/I = kGh fJC dU 
_ w _ v)2d8dz + kGhro JJC dU 

- ~8)2d8dz 
2ro d8 2 dz TO 

Extensional energy 

d8dz 

External work done by pressure 

Up = J J -(p - Pa) UTod8dz 

Kinetic energy 

The kinetic energy of translation, Tt , is 

The rotational kinetic energy in the T - 8 plane is 

----~-- _. 
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Similarly, the rotaional kinetic energy in the r-z plane is 

hence, the total rotational kinetic energy Tr = Trl + Tr2 becomes 

Lagrangian 

The Lagrangian 

L=T-U 

in tenns of defonnation variables takes the fonn 

L = 11 [mro('2 '2) mh
2

('2 82) _ D ( 8w 8V)2 _ D (86)2 
2 U + w + 24ro v + 2r~ u + 80 + 80 2ro 8z 

+ vD (86 )( u + 8w + 8v) _ kGh (du _ w _ v)2 _ kGhro (du _ ..!..6)2 
r~ 8z 8e 8e 2ro de 2 dz ro 

F 8w Eh 8w 2 
- b(u + 8e) - 2ro (u + 8e) + (p - Pal rou ] dOdz (92) 

1). The Euler Equation for the u displacement is 

8L _ ~ ( 8L ) _ ~ ( 8L ) _ ~ (8L) = 0 
au 8e 8UB 8z 8u z at 8u 

-~~--- - --.~- .. ~----
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and yields the equation 

82 u kGA 82 u 82u Eh D kGh 8w 
mro- - ---- - kGhro- + (- + - + --)-+ 

at2 ro 802 dz2 ro r3 ro 80 
D kGh 8v vD 86 D Eh F (- + -)- + (kGh - -)- + (- + -)u = (p - Pa)ro - - (93) 
r3 ro 80 r5 8z r3 ro b 

2). From the Euler equation for w 

8L _ ~( 8L ) _ ~ (8L) = 0 
8w 88 8WB at 8w 

follows the equation for the w displacement 

3). The Euler equation for v is 

8L _ ~( 8L ) _ ~ (8L \ = 0 
8v 88 8VB at 8il ) 

and generates 

4). the Euler equation for 6 is 

and we obtain 

8L _ ~ 8L _ ~ (8L) _ 0 
BE 8z(86) 8t 8S -

mh2 826 D 826 vD 82w liD 82 v -----+---+---12ro at2 r3 8z2 r2 888z r2 808z 000 

_(kGh_vD)8u+ kGh 6 = 0 
r~ 8z ro 

(95) 

(96) 

Equations (93), (94), (95) and (96) are only second-order dfferential equa

tions rather than fourth-order differential equations. These equations have the same 

free moments and free shear boundary conditions as before and describe the elastic 

deformations of the 2-D thick rubber ring. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NON-LINEAR CALCULATION 

In this chapter, a finite element algorithm for the numerical integration of 

the system of coupled differential equations governing the dynamic behavior of the 

rubber lip seals is presented. The one dimensional linear stability analysis can 

only tell us whether the basic solution is stable or unstable and give the wave 

number for the most unstable mode when the system becomes unstable. In order 

to obtain information about the deformation modes, pressure distribution and the 

velocity field in the fluid film, a numerical solution of the coupled equation system 

is required. For the one dimensional nonlinear calculation, we assume the lip seal 

is infinitely wide so the pressure under the ring and the fluid film thickness are 

tht functions of angular variables 8 and time t only. The finite element solution oi 

our one-dimensional model can tell us whether the modes of deformation will be 

attained at a steady state or that a steady state will not occur. 

A linear stability analysis will not be performed in the two dimensional case. 

Due to the finite geometry and boundary conditions on the pressure at the edges z=O 

and z=b, a basic solution can not be found without solving the full nonlinear equa

tion system. Furthermore, we expect that the linear stability analysis performed 

for the one-dimensional case will give us sufficient guidance into the stability of 

the two dimensional model. The two dimensional nonlinear calculation will yield 

directly the dynamic system response and provide the pressure distribution needed 

to determine the velocity fields in the fluid. 

The algorithm to be used in finding this solution will be a modification of 

the one proposed in reference [21,28]. This method is based on Galerkin's method 

and also the piecewise approximation of the finite element method to obtain the 

discretized dynamic equations. These dynamic equations are then integrated in 

time by using a generalized Newmark algorithm [22,23]. 

---- ----- -. 
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The details of this algorithm can also be found in [21] for a similar problem 

of self-acting foil bearings. We start with the description of the weak formulation 

used in the finite element algorithm for the numerical integration of the coupled 

differential equations system governing the dynamic behavior of rubber lip seals. 

The simplifed thin ring model is used to illustrate the proposed finite element model 

for the two dimensional calculation. 

5.1 Weak Formulation 

A general 4th order partial differential equation is used here to define the 

weak formulation 

with the initial conditions 

and the boundary conditions 

¢(8,0) = ¢o 

8¢ (8,0) = ° at 
P(8,0) = pO 

¢(8, t) = ¢(271'+8, t) 

8¢ 8¢ 
at (8, t) = at (271'+8, t) 

p(8, t) = p(271'+8, t) 

(97) 

The weak form of equations (97) can be stated as follows: Find continuous 

functions ¢(8, t), and p(9, t) in the spaces HI(O, 271') and H2(O, 271'), where 

H2(O, 271') = {¢(9)1 J[¢2 + (~:)2 

(
Jl¢)2 + d92 jd8 < 00 for t 2: 0, ¢(O, t) = ¢(271', t)}(98) 

----- ----- - -.-~~----- - -
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HI(0,21r) = {p(8, t)1 j [P2 + (~:) 2]d8 < 00 for t ~ 0, p(O, t) = p(21r, tn (99) 

such that at each time t, we satisfy 

f 82¢J f 82N 8¢J2 f f N at2 d8 + 882 882 d8 + N8 = Npd8 (100) 

For all functions N(x) in the space j{2(0,21r) where 

H2(0, 21r) = {N(8)1 j[N2 + (~) 2 + (~;) 2 

< 00 for t ~ 0, N(O, t) = N(21r, tn (101) 

5.2 Finite element model for the two dimensional problem 

The numerical integration of the full nonlinear equation system for the two 

dimensional problem will give us an indication of the existence of instability in 

the axial direction and the information about the deformation modes, pressure 

distribution and velocity fields. Based on the calculated pres~ure field, the pumping 

effect on the axial direction can then be explored. The two dimensional numerical 

solution will provide a more realistic model for our problem. Here, we use equations 

(90) and (91) as our model for rubber seals. Then, equations (90) and (91) can be 

coupled with the two dimensional Reynolds equation(i.e. equation (17» as our 

nonlinear equation system to demonstrate the proposed numerical algorithm. 

5.2.1 Formulation 

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the reduced model with the tan

gential displacement w=O. The system in non-dimensional form is 

82u EJ4u 2 EJ4u 4 Ei'u 2 2 ) 
at2 + 884 + 2vK 8828z2 + K 8z4 + 12(1 - v )L u = Rp (102 

------- ~-



where 

2 [a ( 3 ap )] a ( 3 ap ) (au) au K az u az + a8 u a8 = 1\ a8 + I at 

K = ro/b is the radius to width ratio; 

L = ro/ h is the radius to thickness ratio; 
p r 4 

R = DU 2 is the pressure number. 
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(103) 

Equations (102) and (103) are the same as equations (90) and (17) after 

non-dimensionalization. From the nature of the problem, the boundary conditions 

in the 8-direction associated with equations (102) and (103) for the displacements 

are cyclic, i.e., 

u(O,z,t) = u(21l',z,t) 

(104) 

U8(0,z,t) = u8(21l',z,t) 

in the z-direction, there are free moments and free transverse loads along the edges 

as boundary conditions,i.e., vanishing moments along the edges 

u zz(8,0,t) = u zz(8,b,t) =0 (105) 

and vanishing transverse loads along the edges 

u zzz (8, 0, t) = u zzz(8, b, t) = 0 (106) 

For the pressure, we have periodic boundary conditions in the 8-direction 

and the pressure on the edges simply drops to the ambient pressure 

pCB, 0, t) = Po p(8, b, t) = Po (107) 

5.2.2 Discretization of the elastic equation 
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Even though the standard finite element methods are capable of dealing with 

any two or three dimensional problems, it has to be recognized that the full finite 

element discretization of equations (102) and (103) will lead to an unreasonablely 

large computational problem. This problem has been discussed in detail for the 

analysis of self-acting air bearings that arise in the magnetic recording industry[28]. 

Hence the algorithm proposed here makes use of the periodicity in the O-direction to 

perform a Fourier expansion of the variable u, radial displacement, in the O-direction 

of the foml 

00 

u (H, z, t) = L (an(z, t)sin nO + bn(z, t)cos nO) (108) 
n=1 

Substituting equation (108) into equation (102) 

Making use ofthe Galerkin technique, we multiply equation (109) by sin(mO) 

and cos(mO) in turn and then integrate between 0=0 and 0=27r. The results are 

( 82an 4 2 K282an 2 K4 [J4an 
at2 + ann - v 8z2 n + 8z4 

+ 12(1 - v2)L2an) f sin(nO)sin(mO)dO - f Rpsin(mO)dO (110) 

where n=1,2,3 ...... N 

( 82bn b 4 2 K282bn 2 K48"bn 
at2 + nn - V 8z2 n + 8z4 

+ 12(1 - v2)L2bn) f cos(nO)cos(mO)dO - f Rpcos(mO)dO (111) 
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where n=1,2,3 ...... N 

After integration in 8, we get a set of one dimensional differential equations 

for an and bn as follows. 

{Pan _ 2 K2 2 8
2
an K" O"an (" 12(1 _ 2)L2) 

8t2 V n 8z2 + 8z" + n + V an - Fan (z, t) (112) 

where n=1,2,3 ...... N 

8
2
bn _ 2 K2 2 8

2
bn K" O"bn (" 12(1 _ 2)L2)b 

&t2 V n 8z2 + 8z" + n + V n -
(113) 

where n=1,2,3 ...... N 

where the right hand side is given by 

1 r27t 
Fan (z, t) = ;- Jo Rpsin( n8)d8 

(114) 

Fbn (z, t) = .; 127t Rpcos(n8)d8 

the pressure p in the right hand side for the above two equations is presumed known 

and is calculated from the Reynolds equation. The weak form of equations (112) 

and (U3) is written as follows. 

fb[ 8
2
an 2 2 82an ,,82W 82an " ( 2) 2) ] 10 W &t2 - 2v K n W 8z2 + K 8z2 8z2 + (n + 12 1 - v L Wan dz 

= 1b W[Fa n (z, t)]dz (115) 

fb[W 82bn _ 2vK2n2W82bn + K" 8
2
W 8

2
bn + (n"+12(1 _ v2)L2)Wbn]dz 

10 &t2 8z2 8z2 8z2 

= 1b W[Fb n (z, t)]dz (116) 
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where 

1 12~ Fon(z, t) = o Rpsin( n8)d8 
7r 

1 12w Fbn(Z, t) = 
7r 

o Rpcos( n8)d8 

and W is a weighting function. Beam elements with cubic Hermite interpolation 

functions are used in the z-direction for an and bn • The an and bn can be rewriten 

as follows. 

(117) 

(118) 

where ani = an(Zi, t), anzi = a:; (Zi, t), and the shape functions Wi in an element 

o ::; Z ::; h are given by 

1 2z Z 
W (Z) = (h + 1)(1 - h? 

W 2(z) = z(l _ ~)2 
h 

z2 2z 
W

3(z) = h2 (3 - h) 

z2 Z 
W 4 (z) = h(h -1) 

After substituting equations (117) and (118) into equations (115) and (116), 

the finite element discretization of equations (115) and (116) will yield element 

systems of linear equations of the form 

(119) 

(120) 

If the element is connecting nodes i and j, then we have an and bn as follows. 

------- -
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The element mass matrix Me and the element stiffness matrix Ke can be 

written as follows 

[ 1W 
22h 54 -13h] 

Me -..1L 22h 4h2 13h -3h2 
- 420 54 13h 156 -22h 

-13h -3h2 -22h 4h2 

[ 36 
3h -36 3h ] 

e a 3h 4h2 -3h h2 
K = 30h -36 -3h 36 -3h 

3h _h2 -3h 4h2 

[ 12 
6h -12 6h ] 

+~ ~~2 4h2 -6h 2h2 
-6h 12 -6h 

6h 2h2 -6h 4h2 

[ 156 
22h 54 -13h] 

+~ 22h 4h2 13h -3h2 
420 54 13h 156 -22h 

-13h -3h2 -22h 4h2 

To obtain the right hand side, we need to integrate along the B-direction 

from 0 to 211", and then integrate along the z-direction. Let us consider the right 

hand side in weak form 
h 

Fe - 1 W[Fan(z,t)]dz an 

h 
p,e - 1 W[Fbn(Z, t)]dz bn 

where 
1 1271' Fan(z,t) = - Rp sin(nB) dB 
11" 0 

We use piecewise bilinear interpolation on the pressure p, i.e., 

.. --.---..• -.. -~~.,---- - -
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For any independent variable x, we have the linear function in the eth element(see 

Figure 16) 

L1(x) = 1 -...::.. 
~x 

L2(x) = ...::.. 
~x 

Then, the shape functions Ni(8,z) can be written for the element in terms of the 

linear functions Li in the form 

N 3(9,z) = L2(9)L2(z) 

N4(9,z) = Ll(9)L2(Z) 

n m 

P = LLLk(z)L'(9)P'k 
k=II=1 

so the Fan can be rewritten as 

where F; is 
R m [27r 

F; = -; [ L Jo L'(9)sin(n9)d9] Plk 
1=1 0 

similarly for bn we get 

where F; is 
R m [27r 

F: = - [ L Jo L'(9)cos(n6)d9] Plk 
7r 1=1 0 

---------- -_.-

(121) 

(122) 

(123) 

(124) 

(125) 



Figure 16. The shape functions 
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A three point Gaussian quadrature is used to evaluate the integrals used to 

obtain Ft and Fl. The right hand side vectors for the element equations (119) and 

(120) can then be obtained from 

(126) 

The boundary conditions along the edges are natural and need not be im

posed. The initial conditions are 

1 
a~(O) = 

7r 

f27r 
Jo U(Zi' 0, lJ)sin(nO)dO 

b~(O) = ~ 127r u(zi,O,O)cos(nO)dO 

1 127r au . 
= - -a (zi,O,O)sm(nO)dO 

7r 0 Z 

1 127r au 
b~zCO) = - -a (Zi' 0, O)cos(nO)dO 

7r 0 Z 

where u(8, z, 0) is the given init.ial radial displacement function. The initial velocity 

ti( 8, z, 0) is usually asswned to be zero. 

5.2.3 Discretization of the Reynolds equation 

Since the pressure equation (103) is a nonlinear equation, we can not take 

advantage of a Fourier expansion of pressure p in the 8-direction. Hence, a full 

twcrdimensional finite element discretization is used to solve this equation. Here, 

we make use of the fact that equation (103) is only a second order equation, the 

bilinear Lagrangian element given in the previous section is used. 
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The weak form of equation (103) is 

The weighting functions W are chosen to be the bilinear shape functions 

given in equation (121). The displacement u, rotation ~: and velocity ~~ are the 

calculated values from the elastic equation. Assuming these values are known, we 

obtain a system of equations of the form 

K* p = F* (127) 

where p=< Pl,P2 ...... >T is the vector of nodal pressure degrees of freedom 

(128) 

and 

(129) 

A 2x2 Gaussian quadrature is used to evaluate the stiffness matrix K* and 

the right hand side vector F*. The coupled equation system, i.e., equations (119), 

(120) and (127) are solved recursively using a generalized Newmark algorithm 

[22,23], and will be explained next. 

5.2.4 Computational Algorithm 

Let us rewrite the coupled equation system for convenience. 

n = 1,2, .... N(130) 

n = 1,2, .... N(131) 
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K*p = F* (132) 

Let the subscript n denote values at time tn and f).t be the time step 

increment;Fn = F{tn); dn{displacement), vn(velocity) and an (acceleration) are the 

approximations to d{tn), d(tn) and d{tn), respectively. We assume that the solution 

is known at time tn and we want to advance it to time tn+l = tn + f).t. The time 

integration scheme used for solving the above dynamic system and obtain the time 

evolution of the solution to the coupled equations system is organized as follows 

(1). Assume the solutions u(8,z,t) and p(8,z,t) are known, 

i.e., the vectors a~, b~ and pk at time t=tk, are known. Set an iteration 

index, i=l. 

in this step we define the follows 

(a). predictors 

v~itl = vn+(1 -I)~tan 

-(i) f).t 2 

dn+! = dn + f).tvn + (1 - 2,B)Tan 

(b). calculate the residual forces 

(c). increments 
1 

[,Bf).t2 M + K] f).d = f).F 

( d). correctors 
.li) j(i) 
a~+! = dn+1 + f).d 

(i) ( .li) dj(i) )/«(.1 At2) a n+1 = a~+1 - n+l j.J~ 

where ,B and I are two parameters. These two parameters are related to 

the computational stability [22,23]. At each iteration, the corrector gives the 
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new a~+l and b~+I vectors used to calculate the displacement u(i)(9, z, tk+d 

at step (2). 

(2). At time tk+l = tk + 6t, a new solution u(i)(9, z, tk+d is calculated using 

equations (130), (131) and P{9,z,tk), i.e., the new vectors a~+I, b~+I are 

calculated. 

(3). Calculate the new pressure p(i)(8, z, tk+d using equation (132) and 

the value of u(i)(9, z, tk+d obtained in step (2). 

(4). Set i=i+I and repeat step (1), this time using p(i)(O,z,tk+d. 

Iterate from step (1) to step (3) untill the displacement u(i)(9,z,tk+d and 

pressure p(i)(9, z, tk+d satisfy the required convergence condition. 

(5.) When the displacement u(i)(O, z,tk+d and pressure p(i)(O, z, tk+d 

are no longer changed, then the time step is completed. 

Set the u(O,z,tk+d and p(8,z,tk+d equal to the last iterate's 

u(9,z,tk+l) and p(9,z,tk+I) and start a new time step. 

The approximation of the velocity fields requires knowledge of the pressure 

gradients in the 9 and z directions as stated in section 2.2. In our calculations, bi

linear elements are used to interpolate the pressure. Hence, the pressure gradients 

are only known as a discontinuous function element wise. To resolve this difficulty a 

least squares approximation of the first derivatives of pressure using bilinear inter

polation is constructed, using the values of the pressure gradients obtained at the 

element centroids. The functional for the least squares fit to the pressure gradient 

in the 9 direction is defined as 

fb t1r op 
J9 - 10 io [P9 - aoJ2 dOdz 

1
b 121r . aNi 2 

= (L N1 p9i - L-Pi) dOdz 
o o. . 00 

I I 

(133) 

--- - - .. ------ ---- ---
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where P8 is the pressure gradient in the 8 direction, ~, and P8i denotes the value of 

the pressure gradient at node i. The functional is similar for the pressure gradient 

in the z direction. The Euler equations for the equation (133) are 

aJ9 1b 12
71". • aNi - = 2 N' ( L NJp9i - L. -a8 Pi ) d8dz = a 

ap9i 0 0 . 
J J 

(134) 

and expression (134) leads to a system of equations of the form 

(135) 

where 

and 

The functions N i are the standard bilinear shape functions and the solution 

to (135) provides the pressure gradient vector at the nodal points. The same pro

cedure is used to approximate the pressure gradient in the z direction at the nodal 

points. 

5.2.5 Numerical Examples 

The application of the proposed numerical model to a two-dimensional prob

lem as sketched in Figure 17 is shown here. In the first example, only three elements 

are used to solve the equations (130) and (131), more elements are not required due 

to the small width in the z direction. These three elements are equal in length along 

the z direction for the discretization of an and bn • Cubic Hermite shape functions 

are used to interpolate the an and bn within the nodal points along the z direction. 

----- ---.. --------
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Figure 17. "Model" seal for rotary sealing contacts 

u 

t 

------- -- -
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The number of modes considered is three, i.e. N =3. For the Reynolds 

equation, 1078 elements are used to calculate the pressure field, 22 elements in the 

z-direction and 49 elements in the 8-direction. The following physical and time 

integration parameters are used for the first example in this application. 

and 

* The aspect ratio for radius to width of the lip seal. 

K = 28 

* The aspect ratio for radius to thickness of the lip seal. 

L = 15 

* The pressure number RP 

R = 3000000 

* The bearing number BN 

BN = 6000 

* The squeeze number GAM 

GAM = 800 

and the initial conditions on the displacement u are 

u = Uo + fsin8 

which gives 

bo = Uo = 1 

i = 1,2,3 

i = 0,2,3 

For the pressure, we use a piecewise linear function given by 

12(1 - v2)GL2 
Po - RP 

- ---- ----- ----------
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in the interior nodes and p=O along the edges. 

Figure 18(a) shows the radial displacement, u, in the r-O plane at the center 

cross section z=0.5. In Figure 18(a), the dotted line is the initial undeformed ring 

shape. After 2.5 ms, the deformed ring shape is given by the solid line. Fifty 

points along the 0 direction are used to simulate the deformation. The deformation 

of the ring in the r-z plane is shown in Figure 18(b), when the angle 0 is fixed 

at 168 degrees. In Figure 18(b), the solid line is the initial uniform state and 

the dotted lines at time step 500 and 1000 show the bending effect along the z

direction. Twenty three interpolation points corresponding to the nodal points for 

the pressure are used to depict the deformation. At the same cross section in the r-z 

plane, the pressure distribution along the z direction is shown in Figure 19(b) for 

three different time step, namely, 500, 1000 and 1500. If we compare Figure 18(b) 

and Figure 19(b) for the ring deformation and pressure distribution at 500 and 

1000 time ::;LC::P, the plots clearly show the bending deformation on the ring caused 

by the pressure underneath at the corresponding time step. At time step 500, the 

positive pressure forces the ring to deform and the deformed shape of the ring is 

shown as the dotted line marked with 500. For time step 1000, when the pressure 

becomes negative, the bending effect on the ring is shown on the opposite direction 

and the ring moves back towards the initial state. The pressure distribution in the 

o direction at the center cross section z=0.5 when the time reaches 2.5 ms is shown 

in Figure 19(a). 

The pressure contour in the contact region at 1.25, 2.5 and 3.75 ms are shown 

in Figure 20(a), 20(b) and 20(c). Corresponding to these three pressure fields, the 

velocity fields are shown in Figure 21(a), 21(b) and 21(c). The flow field under the 

lip is shown in Figure 4 where the velocity integrated over the gap as shown. These 

are given by 

8p 
V8=U-

80 

----- ------.---.--~.----- -~-
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V z = U
28p 

8z 

Figures 20(a) and 21(a) show the relation between the hydrodynamic pressure in the 

fluid film and elastic deformation of the ring. The plots indicate that the lubricating 

fluid is pumped out of the contact region(Fig.21(a)) where the pressure(Fig.20(a)) 

is higher than the ambient pressure. In the region where the pressure is lower than 

the ambient pressure(Fig.20(a)), the lubricating fluid is sucked in(Fig.21(a)). From 

these plots for pressure contours and the velocity fields, a traveling wave is observed. 

Finally, the pumping effect in the sealing region is also captured by this analyses. 

The second example involves a different geometry. The width of the ring is 

three times longer than in the first example. The radius to thickness ratio, L, and 

the pressure number, RP, are kept the same. The bearing number BN is 500 and 

the squeeze number GAM is 100. The same mesh and initial conditions are used 

in this example. The deformation profile is depicted in Figure 22(a) when the time 

reaches 2.5 ms. The pressure distribution along the () direction in the center contact 

region is shown in Figure 22(b). Finally, we overlap the pressure contour profile 

with the corresponding velocity fields at 2.5 ms and plot the result in Figure 22( c) 

to show the pumping effect in the z direction. 

5.2.6 Conclusions 

We have presented a numerical model which is capable of coupling the two 

dimensional elastic ring equations and hydrodynamic lubrication equation. This 

model makes use of the periodicity in the () direction to perform a Fourier ex

pansion of u in the () direction when the elastic equation is discretized to reduce 

the computational effort. The hydrodynamic pressure used to calculate the elastic 

deformation is obtained by solving the two dimensional Reynolds equation. 

For the first example, the average CPU time per time step was 15.16 sec on 

the CONVEX C240 at the University of Arizona. The total CPU time to reach 

3.75 ms was about 6 hours. The calculation indicates the existence of instability 
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of the system as the one dimensional model already shows and the instability in 

the fluid flow field indicates a pumping effect in the axial direction. Results for 

the deformation modes at the cross section in the center and bending effect in the 

axial direction are shown in Figure 18. The pressure distribution along the z and () 

direction are shown in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows the pressure contours, and the 

corresponding velocity fields are shown in Figure 21. In the second example, the 

average CPU time per time step was 14.50 sec on the CONVEX C240. The total 

CPU time to reach 3.75 ms for the example was about 6 hours. Even though the 

second example has much lower bearing number, the numerical result still shows 

the existence of instability as shown in Figure 22. 

The numerical results presented in these two examples illustrate the dynamic 

instability of the system when the shaft is rotating. The nonlinear calculations give 

the quantitative description on the dynamic response of rotary sealing contact and 

provide a verification for the one dimensional linear stabillly uJ.1uljses. 
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Figure 18(a). Deformation modes for rubber lip seals 

in the r - 8 plane at center cross-section 

u( 8,0.5,1000) time step = 1000 
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Figure 18(b). Defonnation modes for rubber lip seals 

in the r - z plane. The solid line is the undefromed 

shape line 1 shows the ring goes up and line 2 shows the 

ring goes down due to the pressure build up in the center 
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Figure 19(a). Pressure distribution for rubber lip seals 

in the 6 direction at center cross-section 

p(6,0.5,1000) time step = 1000 
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Figure 19(b). Pressure distribution for rubber lip seals 

in the r - z plane, at time step=500,lOOO,1500 
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Figure 20(a). Pressure contour for rubber lip seals 

in the contact region at 1.25 ms 
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Figure 20(b). Pressure contour for rubber lip seals 

in the contact region at 2.5 InS 
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Figure 20(c). Pressure contour for rubber lip seals 

in the contact region at 3.75 ms 
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Figure 21(a). Velocity fields for rubber lip seals 

in the contact region at 1.25 ms 
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Figure 21(b). Velocity fields for rubber lip seals 

in the contact region at 2.5 IllS 
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Figure 21(c). Velocity fields for rubber lip seals 

in the contact region at 3.75 ms 
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Figure 22(a). Defonnation modes for rubber lip seals 

in the r - 9 plane at center cross-section 

u(9,0.5,lOOO) time step = 1000 
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Figure 22(b). Pressure distribution for rubber lip seals 

in the 9 direction at center cross-section 

p(9,0.5,1000) time step = 1000 
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Figure 22(c). Pressure contour and the corresponding velocity 

fields for rotary sealing contact at 3.75 InS 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND FUTURE EFFORTS 

Models for the elastohydrodynamic behavior of rubber seals have been pre

sented in this thesis. The stability analysis of these models shows that such a 

mechanical system is highly unstable and relates the stability characteristics for 

the lip seals to the mechanical properties of the seal and the fluid bearing number. 

Finally, a quantitative description of the modes of deformation and the pressure dis

tribution are also obtained through a numerical model deviced to treat the system 

of equations governing the dynamics of rubber seals. 

Two different one dimensional mathematical models of the rubber seals have 

been investigated in our study. The first model's(Eq.(8) and (9» derivation is 

straightforward, using the variational approach and neglecting the shearing effects. 

Therefore, the model is valid if the lip seal is considered to be a thin circular ring. 

The second model, equations (13), (14) and (15), is obtained by following the work 

of Seidel and Erdelyi [13}. This model includes the shearing effects and should be 

valid for thicker beams, however, it was found that it has a limitation on its thickness 

to radius ratio(geometry number) as described in chapter 3. The differences in the 

formulations lies in the use of different approximate expression for the change in 

curvature and introducing a new rotational variables in the second model. 

The two mathematical models have been extended to two dimensions so as 

to include the axial direction. The detailed derivation of the two-dimensional mod

els can be found in chapter 4. The first of these 2-D models has then been solved 

numerically and used to study the pumping effect in the elastohydrodynamic seal 

region. A linear stability analysis was not performed in the two dimensional case. 

This is due to the need for the basic solution which can not be found in the two 
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dimensional analysis. Non-linear calculation can directly yield the modes of defor

mation in the two dimensional case and can also provide the pressure field needed 

to determine the velocity fields in the fluid film. In this work, the basic instability 

and elastohydrodynamic response of the rotary lip seal have been investigated for 

a simplified rectangular-corss-section geometry. Since the analyses only retain cer

tain aspects of the system, a number of further extensions can be introduced in any 

future effort to improve the current model. 

(i ). Introducing the viscoelastic and thermodynamic effects, surface 

roughness and goemetry imperfections to improve the capabilities of 

the models proposed here. 

(ii). Extend the model to include a stress analysis of the lip, and 

therefore obtain more realistic initial conditions for the 

present model. 

Although a iuii analysis of the two-dimensional case may not be feasible 

at this time, the results of the simplified two-dimensional model presented in this 

work provides a first attempt at understanding the dynamics of lip seal and offer 

a first description of the instabilities present in these systems. In general, based 

on the understanding of the simplified model, we can minimize the use of the full 

two-dimensional model to reduce the cost of the more complex simulation. 

- --. ----- -'--'---"'---~-- ---
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